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This paper documents the findings and efforts related to incorporating a common water-

cooled oil cooler on a 2015 Twin Cooled 110 C.I. CVO Street Glide.  

Hello, I own a 2015 CVO Street Glide That I like to both ride and work on. I’ve read many 

threads about oil coolers and the impact that have on temperature etc. But rarely do I see 

data that shows exactly what the benefit is to overall engine temperature. Just because the oil 

runs a bit cooler does not necessarily translate into the whole engine running cooler. Most 

experts on the subject describe “Cooler Engine & Warmer Oil” as being the best combination 

for performance. 

For this project I decided to collect temperature data beyond just oil temp. And I’ll tell you 

right up front, the results are not exactly what I expected.  The findings on this paper should 

interest anyone with a twin cooled Harley. 

Summary of Findings: 

Here’s some conclusions up front without reading all the details listed in order of importance. 

1. The Twin Cooling system has a significant amount of extra cooling capacity that is not 

fully utilized do to the thermostat in the OEM configuration. 

2. Removal of the thermostat from the twin cooling circulation loop has a significant 

impact on lowering engine temperature even without an oil cooler. 

3. Removal of the thermostat + addition of the water-cooled oil cooler yields the best 

results overall, especially in lowering oil temperature. 

4. Cooling water supply does not need to be “pre-warmed” water. In a Twin Cooled System 

a thermostat is not necessary as it is in a car. The twin-cooled design is not a “water 

cooled” engine. Even with abnormally cool supply water temperature the temperature 

at the heads and at the valves are adequate (see test 5 results) 

5. Modifications to start the radiator fans at much lower cooling water temperatures is 

highly recommended to gain benefit at slow to low speed. (not covered in this paper) 

6. The temperature sensor on the bottom of the left radiator does not see accurate 

coolant temperature. For this reason, the fans engage far too late. 

7. The removal of the thermostat from the twin cooled system + the addition of the oil 

cooler had a noticeable positive effect on engine temperature. Even if it still gets warm 

it cools down noticeably faster and gets hot noticeably slower under harsh conditions.  
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Various Photos of Project Parts and Installation: 

   

Jagg 4550 Offset Adapter + Billet Oil Cooler (see in next few pages) eBay $140 

Water-Cooled Oil Cooler From Suzuki TL1000R Used eBay $17 ; 

Extened Oil Filter Adapter Nut eBay $15;  Brass stand off washer (home made) 
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Home-made Anti-Rotation Device 
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I’m not going to Lie.  The 

water- cooled Oil Cooler is 

a tight fit and it required 

preformed ½” hoses to 

make it work.  It could be 

made as a kit.  But as  DIY 

project it took some 

searching for proper hoses 

to get it installed. 

The good news is even if 

the cooling system fails I 

could just run it as-is and 

get home. (Just water) 
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Billet Oil Cooler I Got With Used Fueling Offset Adapater From ebay 

  

Removing the 

Thermostat is HIGHLY 

RECOMMENDED and 

very easy to do. Two ½” 

ells + one short piece of 

heater hose. Refill the 

system and you’re 

done. 

You will see signifancant 

increase in cooling while 

moving. 
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Now that you’ve seen the components, let’s get to the testing… 

Five tests were conducted over 5 days.  Each test was done at the same time each morning 

with the motorcycle completely cool. At start of each test the temperature was ~ 80 deg.  The 

motorcycle was set upright on a maintenance lift in a garage with no fans or breeze to assist 

cooling. After an initial round of temp readings was taken, the motorcycle was started and left 

to idle (no revving the engine). After the bike was running, temperature measurements were 

taken in rounds. At the end of each round a timer was used to generate a 1-minute break 

period before the next round of readings was recorded. Ten rounds of temperature data were 

collected in each test.  In all, the total test time took about 30 minutes to conduct.  

The bike used for these tests is not 100% stock. It has a stock 110 C.I. motor, Catalyst Removed 

from head pipe, Stock Mufflers modified to free-up flow, Auto-Tune Applied via FuelPak FP3, 

and lastly a modification that controls when the radiator fans start based on engine temp.   

That said, the test results I feel are representative to showing the gains made by the changes 

made to this motorcycle’s cooling system between each test.  

Some observations I made that may be of interest… 

Of all the readings taken the Engine Temperature read from the ECU and the Oil Bath 

Temperature read from digital thermometer I feel have the highest degree in integrity.  

Furthermore, these two readings really are the basic two temperatures we really care about. 

That said, seeing the effects on all measured temperatures is also interesting. 

The results show clearly that the head and valve temperatures stay sufficiently warm even 

with very cool water was being supplied as the cooling medium (see tests 4 & 5). I think this 

supports the concept that in a precision cooling system does not need a thermostat. 

In test 5 I find it remarkable in that even though engine temperature almost leveled off, the oil 

temperature continued to increase and in time “very slowly” would drag the engine 

temperature upward with it. The cooling fans did not even start during the entire test. 

In Test 3 we can see that a water-cooled oil cooler made the oil temp increase faster as the 

water was warming the oil in the beginning before it began to provide cooling.  
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Definition of Tests: Please refer to this page while viewing test result graphs. 

1. BASE SYSTEM: 

a. Stock Twin Cooled system;  

b. Radiator fans set to turn on at 170 Deg. engine temp.  

c. No oil coolers. 

2. BASE SYSTEM (Thermostat Removed) 

a. Stock Twin Cooled system, Thermostat removed.  

b. Fans set to turn on at 170 Deg. engine temp. 

c. No oil coolers. 

3. BASE SYSTEM + OIL COOLING (Thermostat Removed) 

a. Stock Twin Cooled system, Thermostat removed.  

b. Fans set to turn on at 170 Deg. engine temp.  

c. Water-Cooled Oil Cooler + Billet Oil Cooler (non-fan assist).  

Tests 1 through 3 reflect what I consider “real world application” tests.  These tests show 

results / gains that can be expected if the modifications were implemented. 

4. BASE SYSTEM + OIL COOLING (Cold Water Test Oil Cooler Only) 

a. Stock Twin Cooled system, Thermostat In PLACE.  

b. Fans set to turn on at 170 Deg. engine temp.  

c. Water-Cooled Oil Cooler + Billet Oil Cooler.  

d. Oil Cooler Supplied with cool Tap Water Supply 

5. BASE SYSTEM + OIL COOLING (Cold Water Test Oil Cooler + Heads) 

a. Stock Twin Cooled system, Thermostat removed. N/A 

b. Fans set to turn on at 170 Deg. engine temp. (*fans never started) 

c. Water-Cooled Oil Cooler + Billet Oil Cooler.  

d. Oil Cooler and Cylinder Heads Supplied with cool Tap Water 

Test 4 & 5 were experimental and were done to record the impact of having abnormally cool 

water being supplied to the cooling circuits in the heads and the water-cooled oil cooler. I did 

this in consideration of concerns raised over the removal of the thermostat.  
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Measurement Points and Methods: 

Temperatures were recorded using measuring devices taking readings at the same measure 

points during each round of measurements. The measuring devices used were… 

1. Engine temperature reading from ECU via CAN Bus. 

2. Hot oil digital thermometer set deep into the oil tank. 

3. Infrared (IR) thermal gun for external points on the engine. 

IR guns accuracy is questionable but frankly I was more interested in the change of the 

measured readings between tests more so than the accuracy of the measurement.   
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Test Results For 1, 2, 3: Real World Application Tests. 

 

 

Result is Engine and Oil Temps ~ 20 Degrees cooler and Cool down while riding is faster. 
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Good Reduction in Intake and Exhaust Valve Temps. 
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Look at The Amount of Available Cooling Capacity Wasted by The Thermostat! 

Oil Temps. *Oil Filter is On Case Oil Channel Oil Flowing Toward Filter. 
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Test Results For 4 & 5: Cool Water Supply Experimental Tests. 

 

 

Test4 Shows the Effect with Cool Water Fed to The Oil Cooler. Heads Are on normal cooling system 

Test5 Shows the Effect with Cool Water Fed to The Oil Cooler and Cylinder Heads. 
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Oil Temps are least affected even when Engine temps are significantly lower? 

This was a surprise and shows how little the oil is cooled by Cylinder & Head temps. 

Inlet water Temp is initially warmer on Test 4 Compared to Base Test 1  

due to extra heat picked up from the Oil Cooler 
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in closing I would have to say I’m much more positive about the integration of water cooling in 

the Harleys.  In fact, it makes me wonder why Harley would have not built an integrated oil 

cooler into the cooling water circuit as it would have been great for sales.  Not the cooler I 

installed.  But a cooler inside the oil pan itself for instance. Or to add some water jackets in the 

lower case where a significant amount of heat builds up. I know it would help. 

When I started this project, it was a “Exploratory” test in a thought I have about relocating the 

radiators to a different location on the bike so that I could remove the lowers for more air 

flow.  Or maybe I just wanted to be the first person to have a twin cooled motor without the 

lowers being required.  Enough said about that for now. 

The lessons I learned in this project is that the twin cooled system clearly has a huge ability to 

remove heat from the engine when allowed to supply the coolest water possible from the 

cooling system.  I’m quite impressed with the results of these tests and it drives me to want to 

try more with water cooling on my Harley. 

Thanks for reading.  

Ride Safe and Best Regards… 
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